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1. 

 
OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 
 

 1.1 To endorse proposals for the delivery of 16-19 learning in the area 
from April 2010. These will be submitted to Government Office for 
Yorkshire and the Humber (GOYH) and DCSF by the end of 
February 2009.  
 

 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
 2.1 The statutory framework for 14-19 learning and skills is changing.  By 

2012 all 17 year olds will have to be learning or training, all 18 year 
olds by 2015.  They will be entitled to wider options which must include 
17 diplomas.  Provision must be of good quality and take account of 
learners’ views.  It must also be affordable and reflect the skills 
demands of the economy. 
 

 2.2 Provision for 16-19 learning passes to Local Authorities in 2010 and 
the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) ceases.  Under the new 
arrangements Local Authorities will work collaboratively with all sectors 
locally and with one another sub-regionally.  There will be new national 
agencies to work with such as the Skills Funding Agency for 19+, the 
National Apprenticeship Service and the Young People’s Learning 
Agency for strategic management information and oversight for 16-19.  
Full implementation will be in April 2010 and the transition programme 
has begun. 
 

 2.3 Sub-regional groupings have been agreed by the DCSF.  North 
Lincolnshire will be part of the North and North East Lincolnshire sub-
region with North East Lincolnshire.  Due to high levels of learner 
‘traffic’, both areas will also have to work closely with other sub regions.
 

 2.4 The DCSF’s next requirement is for sub-regions to develop detailed 
proposals for their strategic commissioning responsibilities.  Proposals 
must be submitted to DCSF and GOYH by the end of February 2009.  
The submissions must address arrangements for the following aspects 

CHILDREN’S SERVICES CABINET MEMBER 



of strategic commissioning: 
• Governance 
• Collaboration and Strategy Contributions 
• Resources and Capacity 
• Policy and Planning 
• Quality and Targets 

 
 2.5 The purpose of the sub-regions is to ensure that Local Authorities’ 

strategic commissioning plans each year are well-aligned with one 
another, and with regional priorities, so that: 
 

• Learners’ and economic needs are met 
• Provision is not duplicated unnecessarily 
• Travel to learn patterns are respected 
• All provider sectors are treated equally and involved fully in 

planning 
• The pattern of provision is affordable and of good quality 
• Commissioning  promotes flexibility, collaboration and looks 

across both sector and LA boundaries 
• Learners’ and employers’ views have real influence in what is 

commissioned and where 
 

 2.6 Detailed proposals for delivering the LA’s strategic commissioning 
responsibilities are attached at Appendix 1. 
 

 2.7 This paper requires an urgent decision because the Appendix has had 
to be written to tight deadlines and co-ordinated between North 
Lincolnshire and North East Lincolnshire councils, the LSC and GOYH. 
It has to be submitted to GOYH by 27 February. Further papers will be 
submitted for decision as the process progresses. 

  
3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 

 
 3.1  Accept the submission detailed at Appendix 1 

 3.2 Do not accept the submission detailed at Appendix 1 
 

   
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

 
 4.1 The submission detailed at Appendix 1 identifies how North 

Lincolnshire LA will delivery its statutory responsibilities. 
 

 4.2 If the LA does not submit a proposal it will be unable to fulfil its 
responsibilities. 
 

  
 
 
 
 



5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (FINANCIAL, STAFFING, PROPERTY, IT) 
 

 5.1 Financial 
 

  5.1.1 The final position is not yet clear as the DCSF has not given 
information on funding for this initiative. 
 

 5.2 Staffing  
 

  5.2.1 
 

The final position is not yet clear as the DCSF has not given 
information on how staff might be transferred from the LSC for 
this initiative. 
 

 5.3 Property 
 

  5.3.1 
 

N/A 
 

 5.4 IT 
 

  5.4.1 
 

N/A 
 

  
6. OTHER IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, ENVIRONMENTAL, DIVERSITY, 

SECTION 17 – CRIME AND DISORDER, RISK AND OTHER) 
 

 6.1 There are no environmental or other implications. 
 

  
7. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION 

 
 7.1 

 
There has been ongoing consultation with the 11-19 Strategic 
Partnership who have given their support to the process. 
 

  
8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 8.1 

 
That the Cabinet Member endorses the submission at Appendix 1. 

 
  

SERVICE DIRECTOR LEARNING, SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES 
 

Hewson House 
BRIGG 
North Lincolnshire 
DN20 8XJ 
Author: David Lea 
Date:    9 February 2009 
 
 
Background Papers used in the preparation of this report: None  
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Introduction 
North East Lincolnshire and North Lincolnshire Local Authorities (LA) are working in partnership to transfer responsibility for the 
funding of 16-19 education and training from the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) to the local authorities. An efficient Sub-
Regional Group (SRG) has been established that operates through a common framework of principles and protocols to maximise 
the opportunities and access for all young people to high quality education and training within North East and North Lincolnshire.  
This builds on the collaborative work already undertaken and through economies of scale, common systems of administration, data 
sharing, transport etc supports the development of a single, fully integrated offer for young people in the two authorities.   
 
The SRG framework ensures compliance with the revised statutory duties on each LA through a commitment to closer integration 
and collaboration at all levels; elected members, Local Strategic Partnerships (LSP), Children’s Trusts, 14-19 Partnerships, LA 
Officers, partner organisations such as Connexions, Employment and Skills Boards (ESB), providers (schools, colleges and work-
based) and with wider stakeholders such as employers, that ensures high quality governance and the impartial allocation of 
resources in response to robust analysis of needs. 
 
The two Directors of Children’s Services have considered and contributed to this submission that has the endorsement of the two 
Chief Executives. The proposal was compiled by a Task Group, composed of the Directors of Learning and the Lead 14-19 Officers 
in each authority supported by LSC Officers and representatives from Government Office. The actions of the Task Group have built 
on previous joint activity and resulted in the establishment of a Transition Plan, which builds on the Stage 1 submission.   
 
The SRG will operate through a two-tier structure. A Sub-regional Board that will have three distinct strategic functions. The first will 
be to ensure that the SRG is responsive to the local and sub-regional needs of employers, communities and learners, taking into 
consideration the needs of the respective LSP socio-economic strategies. The second, will be to ensure that the integrity and 
robustness of the needs analysis and allocations processes are based on a transparent business plan and commissioning cycle. 
The third is to champion the SRG at the regional and national levels. The second tier will be a single 16-19 Commissioning 
Function with a remit to operate on behalf of both LAs working in collaboration with the local 14-19 Partnerships and Officer Teams.  
 
 
Consultation and Endorsement 
The Children’s Trusts and 14-19 Partnerships representing both LAs have endorsed the framework, principles and protocols 
developed in consultation with all schools, colleges and work based providers, their governing bodies and wider stakeholders. 
Endorsement was based on presentations and briefing papers to the respective Trusts and 14-19 Partnerships delivered by LA 
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Executive Officers. This submission has the approval of lead members in each LA, but is submitted subject to full political approval 
by individual Council Cabinets.  
 
 

Strategic Principles for the SRG 
• The views and needs of the learner are paramount 
• Provision will be aligned to the needs of learners and to sub-regional and regional economic skills needs 
• 16-19 commissioning will be integral to the Children and Young People’s Plan and the other Strategic priorities of each area  
• Diversity of provision will match learner and local skills needs, particularly in relation to vulnerable groups  
• The SRG commissioning cycle will be transparent and inclusive 

 
 
Strategic Priorities for the SRG 

• Meet the needs of all learners and deliver the 2013/15 entitlements 
• Increase participation, achievement, progression and retention rates 
• Improve planning to avoid gaps in provision and provide value for money 
• Ensure that there are no gaps in provision and that all provision is of the highest quality and is cost-effective 
• Ensure that the mapping of provision will minimise travel to learn requirements 
• Give equitable status to all providers and learning programmes and involve them fully in planning 
• Construct and action a Commissioning timetable in line with the sub-regional and YPLA guidelines 
• Ensure that the allocations process takes into account the needs of learners within the Yorkshire and Humberside Region 

and beyond 
• Ensure the agreed framework and protocols (including dispute resolution) are consistently applied     
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The five key areas of consideration  
Following Stage 1 feedback from GOYH, in developing the SRG, its systems, structures and operational protocols, detailed 
consideration has been given to the following five areas:  

1. Governance arrangements  
a. Governance model and arrangements 
b. SRG management arrangements 
c. SRG membership and remit 

2. Collaboration and Strategic Contribution 
a. Communications Strategy; local, sub-regional and national 
b. Management information systems (MIS) 
c. Needs Analysis 
d. E-prospectus and e-CAP 

3. Resources and Capacity 
a. Developing the capacity to deliver 
b. Establishing financial management/auditing systems and structures 

4. Policy and Planning 
a. Establishing the commissioning, allocation and procurement cycle and their congruence to the sub-regional and 

national cycle. 
b. 14-19 Capital Strategy 
c. Links to the LA community and regeneration strategies 
d. Review LA ECM policies to ensure compliance within the SRG 

5. Quality assurance,  Monitoring Systems and Procedures 
a. Quality  Assurance of provision 
- Quality Assurance of the SRG and commissioning process 

 
In responding to each of these areas, a common starting point has been a detailed assessment of our current position. This has 
identified the: 
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• progress to date in establishing the systems, structures and capacity required to successfully manage the SRG; and 
• next steps which are detailed in an Transition Plan.  

 
 
i. Governance Arrangements 
The SRG has a Memorandum of Understanding between the two authorities. Both LAs have aligned their internal governance and 
accountability processes, including involvement of elected members in key decision making. This will ensure LAs fulfil their 
statutory duties.  
 
Extensive consultations have taken place to identify the challenges and merits of a geographically small SRG which have 
influenced the strategic and operational structures of the SRG and which represents a solution to maximising the effective and 
efficient utilisation of resources.  

• It is expected that the Commissioning Function will be built around up to eight LSC transferred Officers with an annual 
revenue of circa £500K, who will contribute collectively to the remit of the SRG and report to the sub-regional Board.  

• Partners and providers expressed significant support, credibility and confidence in the existing LSC Team and their 
approach to working with individual partners and providers.  

• A single Commissioning Team will promote a high degree of coherence and consistency in the planning and allocation of 
provision that will enhance learner choice and increase participation.  

• It is recognised that access to learning is generally good due to the relatively small travel to learn distances.  
• Both LAs benefit from a significant number of learners from adjoining authorities (500+ principally from Lincolnshire County 

Council, with a small cohort from East Riding and Doncaster) and therefore the use of a single function to undertake 
conversations on behalf of the two LAs, further enhances the coherence and consistency in the planning and allocation of 
provision. 

 
In developing proposals to implement Model B, consultations with elected members, partners, providers and wider stakeholders a 
number of strategic and operational parameters have been identified which are congruent with the:   

• wider corporate commissioning and procurement processes  
• principles and practices of the Every Child Matters agenda, the Children and Young People’s Plans and community and 

regeneration priorities and the evolving neighbourhood localities structures  
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• development of dedicated 14-19 Teams to take forward the broader 14-19 Reform agenda 
• wider Integrated Youth Offer in both areas 

 
Progress to date 
There exists a strong and developing commitment to cross-border collaboration that has resulted in: 

• joint e-prospectus and on-line common applications process (CAP). 
• joint approach to Quality Assurance 
• joint approach to standards for information advice and guidance (IAG)  
• joint approach to diploma consortia 
• joint approach to professional development in relation to diplomas   
• joint procurement arrangements  
This provides an extremely strong basis for further successful collaboration.  

 
The Commissioning cycle has been agreed (Appendix 1). The diagram sub-divides the process into a number of calendar related 
activities and identifies the Groups/Officers responsible. The commissioning cycle is aligned to the SRG structural model that 
demonstrates the relationships with the LSP, Children’s Trusts, 14-19 Partnerships and Officers in each authority.  
 
A structure of governance based on a single SRG has been agreed and is transparent in operation and ensures robust decision 
making, dispute resolution, financial and performance management. The membership and remit for the SRG Board and 
Commissioning Function are presented in Appendix 2. The SRG Board will be to: 

• ensure strategic coherence with the needs of local and regional needs of employers, communities and learners 
• identify key sub-regional priorities and develop delivery strategies 
• champion the interests of the LAs at the regional and national levels 
• to ensure that the integrity and robustness of the needs analysis and allocations processes are based on a transparent 

business plan and commissioning cycle 
• scrutinise, endorse and evaluate the impact of the Commissioning Plan 
• liaise with regional and national agencies 
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• establish and implement the dispute resolution procedure  
 
The SRG Commissioning Function will be to: 

• Interpret and implement national policy 
• conduct a robust needs analysis (including vulnerable learners) annually across the SRG taking into consideration local 

priorities and targets 
• undertake negotiations with all post-16 providers; schools, colleges and work-based providers within the SRG and with 

providers from neighbouring authorities  
• undertake consultation with the Employment Enterprise and Skills Board 
• recommend annual programmes and volumes to local 14-19 Partnerships, Children’s Trusts and the LSP  
• recommend changes through commissioning/decommissioning of provision in line with changing priorities or provider 

performance to local 14-19 Partnerships, Children’s Trusts and the LSP   
• maintain accurate MIS and data sets to inform provider performance (schools, colleges and work-based providers) 
• monitor performance and provide quarterly reports on provider performance to the Board   
• maximise the effective use of resources within the SRG 
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The following diagram shows how the SRG will work on behalf of the formal LA structures, complementing the work of the LA 14-19 
Teams which retain overall responsibility for the implementation of the wider 14-19 reforms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The LAs have produced a common SRG Transition Plan  
• Both LAs have reviewed and are subsequently amending current structures to accommodate the Commissioning Functions 

and address identified capacity issues. 
• Adopt and implement their 14-19 Education Plans in line with DCSF 14-19 Partnerships and Planning (January 2009) 

N Lincolnshire 
LSP

NE Lincolnshire
LSP

 
Sub Regional 

Board 

Children’s Trust Children’s Trust

14-19 Partnership 14-19 Partnership 

LA 14-19 Team LA 14-19 TeamSRG  
Commissioning 

Function 
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• Integration of Connexions within Children’s Services as part of the integrated Youth Offer 
• Reviewing the current processes for the collation of learner and employer voice 
• Protocols for conflict resolution, data sharing and financial accountability already exist  

 
 
ii. Collaboration and Strategic Contribution 

The agreed SRG governance and collaborative framework will make a significant contribution to the learning and skills agenda at 
regional and national levels.  The existing LSC planning framework during the transition phase is being carried out, having adopted 
the national framework and business cycle. By adopting such an approach, the SRG can demonstrate it has the capacity and 
framework to engage in this ‘learner focused’ process.  
 
There are Children’s Trusts and well-established 14-19 Partnerships in the two authorities. The 14-19 Partnerships are 
implementing and monitoring the impact or the Every Child Matters framework on behalf of the Trusts. The two LSPs have clearly 
defined LAA targets and priorities aligned to their socio-economic developments. The Chief Executives of both authorities have 
agreed through the 14-25 MAA (multiple area agreements) to promote opportunities for the 14-25 agenda. Both LAs are developing 
capacity through transformational initiatives that include the Building Schools for the Future (BSF) and the LSC capital programmes 
to create integrated learning zones (wider learning campus). In both areas, an authority wide option of access to multi-site learning 
is emerging, which aims to maximise access and opportunities for all young people.  It is recognised that effective relationships will 
be established with the YPLA, SFA including NAP. 
 
Progress to date 

• Reviewed the membership of both 14-19 Partnerships to ensure correspondence to the DCSF Partnership and Planning 
(January 2009).  

• Each Partnership has an Education Plan and a three-year Action Plan that are reviewed annually.  
• Both LAs have agreed that the principle performance targets that will drive the allocations process will be: 

- Levels 2 and 3 at age 19 
- Increasing participation and retention levels.  

• Strong links exist with HEIs and the Third Sector and these are aligned to a strong commitment to develop the skills agenda 
in line with local, regional and national economic priorities in line with and the Leitch Report (2006).  
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• Strong cross-border commitment to delivering high quality programmes for vulnerable young people (including LLDD) and a 
number of examples were detailed in the Stage 1 submission that minimise the need for out of area placements. 

• Initiated discussions on what is the most appropriate method of MIS to ensure commonality with the YPLA etc., to inform the 
commissioning process  

• Service Level Agreements (SLAs) used with providers are being reviewed to ensure they remain fit-for-purpose  
• Reviewed the common e-prospectus and on-line applications process to ensure fitness for purpose 
• Exploratory discussions at LA level have taken place with Lincolnshire County Council 
• Agreed a common timeline for the implementation of the commissioning process (Appendix 3) 
• LA 14-19 Officers are undertaking shadow activities with LSC Officers to familiarise themselves with the key elements of the 

allocations process 
• Consultation events have taken place and others are planned across the SRG 
• The involvement of providers and wider stakeholders has been identified in the Commissioning cycle. (Appendix 1)  
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• Agreed the inter-relationship between the Commissioning Function and the dedicated LA Teams and this is shown in the 
following diagram. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
iii. Resources and Capacity 
The SRG has recognised the importance of ensuring that to successfully deliver Model B, sufficient and appropriate personnel and 
resources are identified and allocated to support both the 16-19 commissioning of provision and the wider 14-19 reforms. Due to 
the holistic nature of the commissioning, allocations and funding process, this section considers the implications for both the 
Directorate of Children’s Services and the wider corporate services, e.g. HR Finance, legal etc. At the corporate level, both LAs 
have adopted a common procurement arrangement PANNEL (Procurement Alliance for North and North East Lincolnshire) and 
have well established commissioning teams.    
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Progress to date 
• Defined the membership and remit of the SRG Board and Commissioning Function (Appendix 2) 
• Agreed that the SRG Commissioning Function will assume responsibility for elements of the organisation of the Young 

Apprenticeships and School Engagement Programme 
• Defined the inter-relationship between the SRG and LA Teams 
• The priorities of the EBP (education Business Partnership) teams are being realigned to encourage greater employer 

engagement in both planning and delivery   
• Transition Plans relating to staffing and capacity building have been developed and agreed for the LA Teams, MIS and 

financial and accountability systems and structures 
• A Memorandum of Understanding has been agreed by both local authorities 
• Both LAs have Involved MIS, financial and commissioning personnel in the process of defining personnel and capacity to 

manage Model B. 
 
 
iv. Policy and Planning 

The preceding sections have clearly described the SRG framework, its structures and systems, the membership and remit of the 
Board and Commissioning Function and the commissioning and allocations cycle. The progress to date has been measured 
against the work outstanding that is presented in the SRG Transition Plan. The SRG will therefore provide the mechanism to take 
forward the wider 14-19 reforms so that by 2013 all learners within the sub-region will have the opportunity to access all four 
curricular routes at a level commensurate to their needs and with clearly articulated progression pathways.     
 
Progress to date 

• The LAs have a common e-prospectus and E-CAP  
• Both 14-19 Partnerships are reviewing:  

- current curricular provision in line with Promoting Achievement and Valuing Success: a strategy for 14-19 
qualifications (March 2008) 

- pre- and post-16 current planning processes.  
- procedures for capturing and acting on the views of learners 
- transport arrangements for learners in rural areas and to support cross-border and cross region travel to learn 
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- information sharing protocols  
- communication with representatives from Lincolnshire County Council and other LAs 

• The authorities have initiated shadowing programmes with LSC Officers and are working with other LA Senior Officers to 
establish a shadow business cycle. 

• The Commissioning cycle diagram identifies the roles of the SRG Boards and Commissioning Function in relation to the 
allocations calendar. 

• The shadowing programme involves vulnerable young people programmes, young apprenticeships, apprenticeships, School 
Engagement Programme etc. 

 
 
v.    Quality Assurance, Monitoring Systems and Procedures 
The SRG has a Best Practice and Quality Assurance framework that is currently being reviewed to ensure it reflects the Framework 
for Excellence. This will ensure consistency of approach and supports the drive to improve learner participation, achievement, 
progression and retention rates. Integral to the QA procedure will be the addition of the Disputes/Arbitration Procedure.  
 
Progress to date 

• The LAs have developed and adopted a common QA process to quality assure provision.  
• The LAs use DCSF, ALPs and Ofsted reports to inform planning and take into consideration LSP priorities and KPIs in 

identifying current performance and future needs.   
• The current processes for the collation of learner and employer voice is being reviewed. 
• The 14-19 Partnerships have agreed to undertake the responsibilities to monitor the work of the SRG Commissioning 

Function to ensure the Commissioning Plan reflects local needs and priorities  
• The remit of the SRG Board and Commissioning Function have been defined and agreed. (Appendix 2) 
• Each LA has shadowing arrangements in place with LSC colleagues which will lead to permanent arrangements 
• John Leggett and GIFHE are piloting the Framework for Excellence model 
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Supporting Evidence 
• Terms of reference for SRG Steering and Task Group 
• Terms of reference and membership of the SRG Board and 16-19 Commissioning Team 
• Management structure/Governance flowchart  
• Commissioning cycle diagram 
• Key Principles of Commissioning 
• Good Practice and QA manual  
• Area Wide Prospectus and e-CAP 
• 14-19 Partnership, (Strategic and Working Groups) remit and membership 
• 14-19 Education Plans 
• Consultation with providers 
• Conflict Resolution Protocol (PANNEL) 
• Briefing Papers to Elected Members and LA Officers 
• SRG 16-19 Transition Plan 
• Children and Young People’s Plans 
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APPENDIX 1 
Operation of North East Lincolnshire and North Lincolnshire Sub-Regional Group 

LA, 14-19 Team prepare 
Approved by 14-19 
Partnership and 
Children’s Trust (CT) 

SRG Core Team 
Providers 
YH Region-Others

SRG Board 
14-19 partnership 
Children’s Trust 

Local Strategic 
Partnership 
Children’s Trust

LA, Partners  
Providers 
Stakeholders

LA 14-19 Team 
SRG Core and 
extended Team 

SRG Core Team 

LA defined 16-19 Statement of Needs 
(September) 

SRG defined 16-19 Statement of Needs 
(November) 

Identification of Needs phase

14-19 Partnership agrees a revised 14-19 
Education Plan (July) 

Children’s Trust agrees a revised Children 
and Young Peoples Plan (CYPP) 

Preparatory phase

Commissioning/Allocations Planning phase 

SRG 16-19 Commissioning Plan Agreed 
(January) 

Provider Conversations within SRG, Y&H 
Region and with other Regions  

(November - January) 

SRG 16-19 Commissioning Plans 
submitted to RPG for approval and 

submission to YPLA (February – March) 

 Approval - Submissions phase 

LA Service Level Agreements (SLA) issued 
to providers 

Contracting phase 

SRG 16-19 Core Team 

Agreed by SRG Board 
Agreed by 14-19 
Partnership, CT and  
LA Commissioning Board 

LA, 14-19 and 16-19 
Teams prepare 
Approved by 14-19 
Partnership  

LA, 14-19 and 16-19 
Teams prepare 
Approved by SRG Board 
and CT  

SRG Board 

LA Commissioning Team 
LA Financial/Legal 
Services 
SRG 16-19 Core Team 

Actions/agreement by                                    Process                                            Involvement of 
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APPENDIX 2 
SRG Board and Commissioning Function Memberships and Remits 

 
 
Sub-Regional Group 
The SRG is composed of two inter-related Groups. A Sub-Regional Board operates 
in an executive capacity at the sub-regional and regional levels. A Commissioning 
Function works at the local level in an operational capacity in conjunction with the LA 
Teams. (The relationship between the SRG and the LA Groups is shown on page 5.) 
 
The Sub-Regional Board  
Membership: 

• Directors of Children’s Services from both LAs 

• Directors of Learning from both LAs 

• Elected members/portfolio holders 

• GOYH, Children’s Services Advisor  

• Regional Development Agency (RDA) 

• Employers 

• Higher Education Institutions (HEI) 

• Director(s) of Learning from neighbouring (non-GOYH) authority(s) 
 
Portfolio holders/cabinet members from both LAs will ensure political inclusion and 
participation and facilitate dissemination into the wider political arenas. 
 
The inclusion of a Director(s) of Learning from neighbouring (non-GOYH) authority(s) 
will ensure high level dialogue with the authority(s) from which the SRG benefits. In 
order to promote democracy and transparency in operation it has been agreed that 
the Chair would alternate between the DCSs on an annual basis which negates the 
need for a lead authority in this small SRG area.  
 
Remit: 
The Board will operate in an executive capacity meet four times a year aligned to the 
commissioning cycle to:  

• Approve annually the methodology used to determine commissioning, 
decommissioning and funding and allocations 

• Examine and decide in the context of local/SRG priorities funding and 
allocation proposals prepared by the Commissioning Function in collaboration 
with the local 14-19 Partnerships 

• Monitor the effectiveness of the commissioning process, funding and 
allocations process and business cycle 

• Provide reports to the Children’s Trust 

• Convene when required an arbitration panel to resolve disputes that might 
arise from proposals to commission, decommission or reconfigure provision 
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Regional representation: 
DCS from both LAs will representing the their LAs and the SRG to: 

• Promote the interests of the SRG at the Regional Planning Group to secure 
an appropriate level of funding 

• Endorse and champion the SRG proposals at the Regional level   
 
 
The Commissioning Function  
Membership 
His will be based on core and extended membership, reflecting the different skills 
that are required to successfully operate the commissioning cycle. 
Core membership (dedicated officers): 

• LA 14-19 Lead Officers 

• LSC Officers (who will be expected to lead the allocations and funding 
process) 

• Data Analysis Officers  

• Clerical Support  
 
Remit of the core function to include:  

• Interpreting and implementing local and national plans, priorities and policies 

• Providing a “link officer” for each post 16 provider and undertake 
conversations as appropriate 

• Work in conjunction with the LA Teams 

• Preparing detailed commissioning, allocations and funding proposals for 
allocation and will include some 14-16 provision, e.g. Young Apprenticeships 
and School Engagement Programme 

• Liaise as required with neighbouring SRGs/LAs 

• Identifying now and future skills needs across the sub-regional cluster and 
beyond. 

• To work with economic development teams and other bodies to develop the 
skills needs in both local authority areas now and in the future 

• Monitoring changes in travel to learn patterns 

• Monitoring and evaluating provider performance and challenging under-
delivery to drive forward performance improvement 

• Preparing quarterly reports on provider performance 

• Collating and analysing local, regional and national data as required 

• Liaising with representatives from Skills Funding Agency, National 
Apprenticeship Service, Regional/national Young Peoples Learning Agency  

• Leading the dialogue with schools, colleges and work-based providers 
• Ensuring that equity and diversity policies are fully applied 
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• Ensuring that capital developments are aligned to identified local/SRG needs 
• Design appropriate funding methodology for distributing non-formula budgets 

to providers 
• Providing information to support the development of all provision including 

vulnerable groups 
• Support the LA 14-19 Partnerships in the strategic development of of all 

provision including vulnerable groups 
• Implementing the agreed policy on 16-19 funding 

 


